LIVE LIFE BETTER

FAVER is a trusted Word-of-Mouth
recommendations platform

People don't have the time or money
for "trial-and-error" consumerism

Consumers are more motivated than ever to avoid experiencing
buyer’s remorse from bad purchases or poor experiences.
Proof? - People spend more time scrolling through shows, trying
to decide what to watch, than they spend actually watching.
Viewers will waste 1.3 yrs. trying to find what to watch

The "Paradox of Choice" causes
Analysis Paralysis

The Paradox of Choice: Too many options to choose from
It’s time consuming to sift through the information overload of the
internet trying to find “the right” product or experience; worst of all,
online reviews are often fake and can’t be trusted.

A platform where anyone can quickly get and save
trusted recommendations, for anything, doesn’t exist.

FAVER empowers consumers to quickly
find the best of everything and
Live Life Better

Apple Music library has over 45 million songs. It would take over 257
years of nonstop listening to hear every song just once.
The average person will only read about 500 books in their lifetime. The
Library of Congress holds over 39 million books. That’s 78,000 lifetimes
worth of reading!
There are Over 70,000 cities in the world and over 2,000 visitable islands
in the oceans. The average family will take only 25 substantial travel
vacations in their lifetime.

How Do You Decide?

FAVER helps you quickly find the best of everything, based on the experience
of the friends you trust who share your interests, who have already
“been there, done that.”

Word-of-Mouth Recommendations
Drive Consumer Decisions
$6 Trillion
W-o-M drives $6 Trillion in annual consumer spending
- Invespcro
½ of Purchases
W-o-M is the primary factor in up to ½ of all consumer decisions
- McKinsey
100x More
One offline word-of-mouth impression drives sales as much as 100x more than one paid online
- WOMMA
70%
Over 70% of Marketers are shifting budgets to focus on W-o-M Marketing
- Invespcro

But Where's the
Technology?
2.4 Billion brand-related conversations
take place every single day in the U.S.

Why?...

2 Billion of these conversations take
place Offline.
- WOMMA

Technology hasn’t been present in the
interaction.

People share recommendations during face-to-face
conversation which then become lost to human memory.

Until now...
Only 7% of all W-O-M recommendations
take place online
- Contagious

FAVER is Changing the Way We Share

FAVER is a Verb
Movie
TV Show
Restaurant
Destination
Book

"Will you FAVER that Video Game to me?"
Song
Hotel
Pediatrician
Makeup
Author
Contractor

Ask a FAVER from the people you trust, for anything.

Build Bucket-Lists,
For Anything.
Capture, store and organize recommendations into categorical
bucket lists for future reference.

Know what your next five books are long before you’re done
reading your current one.
Have your next 10 shows lined up before
Friday nights roll around.
Don’t scramble the day of! Build a Restaurants Bucket List
for your next five date-night dining destinations.

Spend more time doing and less time searching
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Your Trusted Clubs
Build Clubs - Organize your close network of
friends into trusted clubs around your interests.
These Clubs effectively become your personal
team of advisors for experiences. Get
recommendations whenever you’re in the market
for a new “thing,” even if your friends aren’t on the
platform!
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Your Trusted Clubs
Recommendations - FAVER makes it easy to ask
for a “Faver” (recommendation) directly from your
trusted network, whether they are current in-app
users or non-app users. Simultaneously, FAVER
makes it easy for responders to quickly send a
personalized recommendation. Once received, it’s
easy to then store the recommendation in a
bucket-list for immediate or future reference.
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Software/App
3 Primary Features:
1

Build Clubs

2

Give/Get Recommendations

3

Trusted

Games

Collect Items and Build Lists

Travel

Food

Your Trusted Clubs
Collect & Build Lists - FAVER enables users to collect
items and use them to create lists based on the
orientations of time: Past and Future. Collect the items
you’ve personally experienced in the past along with
your rating of it; positive or negative. Collect the
recommendations obtained from your trusted friends to
build personally curated “Future” lists that we call
“Bucket Lists”, organized by category.

Books

Music
Movies

Past

Present

Future

Initial Target Market:

85 Million Americans age 25-49

Majority of all U.S. Consumer Spending - 53%
“Power Earning Years” - Career Focused, Limited Free-Time
Young Families - Have, or Starting, Families

Financial Responsibilities
+
Limited Free Time
=
Spends the Most Time Doing Consumer Research
(Obsessed with avoiding buyer’s remorse)

Market Opportunity
Advertising/Marketing
$333B

Global Digital Ad-Spend 2019

Google & Facebook own 60% of market share
with $77B

2019

Social Media Spend >20% YOY Growth - $51 Billion 2021

first year Digital Ad-Spend outpaced Total
Traditional Marketing Media Spend

$129B

In U.S. Digital Ad-Spend 2019

$200B

Projected to exceed $200B in U.S. by 2023

Market Opportunity
Advertisers/Marketers
Advertiser’s Holy Grail:
Get the right product
In front of the right person
At the right time
And the right place

The Current Broken Model:
Advertisers Leverage inferred data
from Cookies (browser spying), along
with personal data from FB and
Google, to make an educated “guess”
for: right person, right time, and right
place

Outcome:
40% of all media spend is wasted - ~$50billion/yr.
Consumer-use of Ad Blockers is skyrocketing,
80% of users ignore “sponsored results”

Yet, Marketers' budgets are increasing, and digital ad-spend is compounding YoY!

Market Opportunity
Disrupting Advertising

FAVER is changing how consumers feel about ads
FAVER will disrupt this market and obtain market
share by providing a new platform for
marketers that promises to offer higher
conversion rates than any other social media.

This transaction is based on explicit intent by its
users, not from inferred data obtained covertly
through browser tracking and privacy-and-data
misuse, such as the tactics of FB and Google.

HOW?

Consumers Don’t Trust Facebook and Google’s Handling of
Personal Data

FAVER brings the right consumer and the right
consumable together at the right time and place via a
platform based on transparency; where a consumer
explicitly seeks a product/experience and FAVER’s
platform helps them to find it quickly and confidently.

FAVER empowers marketers, for the first
time, to ensure their advertising dollars
aren’t wasted on the wrong audience.
FAVER turns an “ad” into a welcome recommendation.

FAVER - Creating a more honest relationship between consumers and brands

FAVER

Value for Brands

Central go-to hub to:
Engage your brand’s existing “tribe” (Brand Advocates)
- Not just customers
Find and engage your potential new tribe-members:
Users with your items in their Bucket Lists
(Highly viable intention metric)

We accomplished a lot in
the last 12 months!
Built a Minimum Viable Product and Company
Initial IP - Name + Tagline Trademarks
React Native Application - iOS and Android
MVP Iteration Testing - High Engagement!
Over 150,000 Lines of Code Built!
Pre-Populated Millions of Items in Database
Opened Seed Round
Beta-Test Launch Fall 2020

How Much Are We Raising?
Discounted Seed Round - Currently Open

Up to $1,070,000

Minimum Investment: $1,000
Investment Instrument: SAFE

Purpose: Bridge to Series A - Target $5M
Previously Raised: $300,000 Co-Founders + F&F

Use of Funds - Bridge + Series A
Product Launch
2.0 Product Buildout
Web Application + Ad Platform, Including Geo-Based Promotions
+ Reporting Portal + Engagement Portal
Team Growth
Marketing

Non-Salary App Development
SG&A & Ops
Legal + IP

1.0 Build

2.0 Build

Today

Month 12

Timeline - Presumes 12 Month Build

Expected Accomplishments

iOS

Android

Web App

100k+ Users

1.0 to 2.0 Product Buildout

1.0 to 2.0 Product Buildout

Build Web Application

Grow user base to 100k+

Back-End Portal

Affiliate Programs

Ad Platform+Geo-Promo

Chrome Plugin

Administrative Portal +API

Affiliate relationships generating
revenue

Self-Service Ad Platform Built

FAVER Plugin for Google
Chrome

Product
Built - 1.0 Features
Interest Database
2M+ Items

Collect Interests

Past vs Future “Bucket Lists”

Trusted Clubs

Give/Get Recommendations

In-App and Non-App Users

Build Bucket Lists
Top 10 Lists
Custom Lists
Add Custom Items to Public Database
Wikipedia Integration
Google Integration

Build Focus

2.0 Features - Building
Everything in 1.0 +

Category Expansion + User-Generated
Categories
Launch Web-Application from React
Native Codebase
Integrate 3rd Party API’s for Content
Streaming Services
Recommendations Algorithm
(Imported Web Data vs FAVER)

Self-Serve Ad Platform (Including
Geo-Based Promos)
User-Affiliate Monetization
Marketplace

Build Focus
Usability

User Growth

Scalability

Prove Model

Monetization

Business Model
Freemium Model:

Subscription

Free to Users
Free to brands/content owners

Revenue:
1

Affiliate Revenue

2

Advertising Revenue

Affiliate commissions from
purchases brokered by FAVER
Standard CPM
Featured Items
Targeted Placement Ads
Geo-based Promotions/Coupons

3

Advertising

Subscription Revenue

Tier 1 = Reporting, Analytics & Data Insights
Tier 2 = Tier 1 + Engagement Portal
Tier 3 = Tier 2 + Additional Features

Affiliate

Business Model

Non-Sponsored Item

Road to Monetization
Stage 1: User Growth (No Ads)
Stage 2: Affiliate Revenues - Commissions

Sponsored Item

Stage 3: Sponsored Items (Ads - Low-Friction, Category Relevant)
Stage 4: Targeted Placement Ads (High Conversion - User Bucket-List Generated)
Stage 3a: Standard CPM ads for web version, Non-App Users - AKA “Lurkers”
Stage 5: Geo-based Targeted Promotions/Coupons
Stage 5a: Subscriptions (Brands/Content Owners)

1.0 Build
Today

2.0 Build

2.5 Build

Month 12

Month 18

Monetization Timeline

3.0 Build

Month 24

Go-To-Market &

Early Distribution
3 Part Focus:
1

Users - Defacto Viral Component (Evangelizers)
App designed to drive viral-growth via W-o-M exposure.
From day one, users engage personal network by “Asking a
Faver” (Request Recommendations) from non-app users.
No download required, low-friction engagement for non-app
users to give recommendation - “Send a Faver” to the requester.

Go-To-Market &

Early Distribution
3 Part Focus:
2

Influencers: Engage Influencers to create content and share
What are Eminem’s favorite songs of all-time?
Or J.K. Rowling’s Favorite Books that influenced her?
Or "My favorite influencer’s” Top 10 Skincare Products List?

Go-To-Market &

Early Distribution
3 Part Focus:
3

Communities: Engage Targeted Interest-Based Communities
Gaming Community
Cooking/Recipes
Hunting/Fishing
Music Community
Travelers
Other Underserved Communities

Competitive Advantage

Ways We'll Compete & Win:

Universal Interests

Provide real-life value to users
Actually deliver trusted recommendations
Viral Go-To-Market strategy
Team | Win the talent war

Generic
or Not
Recommendations
-Centric

Trusted
Recommendations

Build a brand people love
Be the right alternative to social media that
people are looking for
User experience

Niche Interests

Financial Summary
REVENUE

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Affiliate Revenue
Advertising Revenue

$69,884
$6,851

$3,637,674
$85,359

$20,824,715
$1,712,142

$71,409,717

$156,394,983

Subscription Revenue

$0

$0

$1,503,900

$5,362,730
$12,261,465

$11,315,543
$33,719,921

Total Revenue

$76,735

$3,723,034

$24,040,757

$89,033,912

$201,430,447

AWS Costs

$10,882

$89,000

$459,793

$1,409,091

$2,976,014

Customer Service Costs

$10,882

$89,000

$459,793

$1,409,091

$2,976,014

App Store Fees

$0

$0

$50,911

$421,223

$1,121,117

Merchant Fees

$0

$0

$451,170

$3,582,737

$9,392,456

Total Variable Costs

$21,764

$178,000

$1,421,666

$6,822,142

$16,465,601

Gross Profit

$54,970

$3,545,034

$22,619,091

$82,211,770

$184,964,847

Salaries

$222,500

$1,348,750

$5,941,000

$8,816,600

$10,881,260

Overhead

$1,002,236

$1,194,452

$3,291,692

$5,391,380

$8,431,013

Total Operating Costs

$1,224,736

$2,543,202

$9,232,692

$14,207,980

$19,312,173

App Users
Total EBITDA

190,961
($1,169,766)

1,154,395
$1,001,832

5,574,508
$13,386,399

13,524,622
$68,003,790

25,362,283
$165,652,574

Total EBITD

($1,174,566)

$990,952

$13,354,039

$67,962,310

$165,606,534

Net Profit

($1,174,566)

$743,214

$10,015,529

$50,971,733

$124,204,900

The
Founders
Brandon Towner

David Spafford

Linkedin

Linkedin

Brandon is the founder, creator and CEO of

David founded Megahertz Corporation in 1985, while

tech, Brandon has represented Technology

public in 1993 and sold in 1995 to U.S. Robotics in a

Founder & CEO

FAVER, INC. With over 12 years experience in
companies in the Digital Marketing space, with
tenure at both early-stage startups as well as

global tech giants such as Adobe, Marketo and
Oracle. Brandon has a passion for technology
and improving the lives of consumers. “Life is

Co-Founder/Partner & Advisor

attending the University of Utah, The company went
transaction valued at $403 million. Due to his

successes and contributions to the technology

space in Utah, Spafford was inducted into the Utah
Technology Council Hall of Fame.

short. I created FAVER to help people live life

Since 1995, David has gone on to enjoy traveling,

limited time we have to make them.”

investing in real estate, advising other

better and make meaningful memories with the

serving in his church, serving on corporate boards,
entrepreneurs on their startups, and helping

accelerate the growth of the Carmen Pingree
Center of Learning for Children with Autism.

The
Team
David Hardy

Mark A. Springer

Jason Towner

LinkedIn

LinkedIn

Linkedin

Mr. Hardy has over 30 years of experience

Mark A. Springer, CPA, MBA, has over 30 years

Jason is an entrepreneur and software

companies from inception, through going

consultant. Mark started his career in public

experience in digital design, software

Chief Legal Counsel

representing and advising technology

public, to ultimate acquisition. He has worked
both in private law practice – focusing on

corporate, securities, startups, technology,

intellectual property, and venture law – and in
public-company executive management

serving as Senior Vice President and General
Counsel of Megahertz Corporation.

He is a co-founder of Lifescape.com, a

Chief Financial Officer

of experience as a CPA, CFO, and a financial

accounting in 1990 while earning a Bachelor of
Arts in Accounting at the University of Utah
followed by a Master of Business

Administration from Utah State University. He

started his CPA practice in 1996, where he has
been serving companies of various sizes from
start-ups to companies above $100 Million in
revenue.

Technology Advisor

engineer with 16 years of tech industry

development, software architecture and

team management. Jason has worked with
companies at various stages and sizes in
roles that include co-founder and

leadership positions at various startups and
small companies. His Software Engineering

experience includes: eBay-Team Lead; 1-800
Contacts + glasses.com-Tech Lead; OODA
Health-Team Lead, Jane.com-Sr. Software

web/mobile content and media platform, and

Mark has been Chief Financial Officer and

Solutions, a provider of digital content

the SaaS industry and has extensive

Jason is a passionate technologist who

of various sizes in various industries including

products he builds.

a co-founder of Boston-based DMCA

management and Internet anti-piracy

solutions. Mr. Hardy currently maintains a

private business law practice in Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Vice-president of Finance for companies in
experience as an interim CFO for companies
technology, construction, real estate, car
dealerships, and medical practices.

Engineer; and others.

pushes to bring the best experiences to the

The
Team
CJ Little

Natalie Jenkins House

Linkedin

LinkedIn

CJ is a life-long technologist that has

Natalie has over two decades of experience in

technology, usually in the form of early-stage

driven go-to-market approaches designed to drive

Strategic Advisor

dedicated his entire career to building novel

technology companies. Over the past 20 years
he has built durable technology and

companies, some of which have been

acquired and some of which still operate

today. Since 2013 he has focused on helping
accelerate growth within his portfolio

companies by engaging as an (extremely)
active advisor and/or investor.

CJ's strengths lie in leading the technology

Strategic Advisor

marketing with a focus on customer- and datagrowth, engagement, loyalty and advocacy.

Natalie's expertise includes go-to-market strategy,
brand and persona development, customer

experience strategies and customer journey

mapping, product marketing and messaging,
demand creation, marketing automation and

lifecycle marketing programs, web and digital
experience, marketing KPI management and
dashboard development.

and product vision, developing the idea,

In 2018, Natalie joined Traeger Grills where she has

His expertise includes: Strategy Development,

Traeger, she spent nearly four years as Director of

Fundraising, Networking (People & Systems),

decade saw Natalie at Tech giants such as Adobe

executing its delivery, and scaling operations.

spent the last two years as VP of Digital. Prior to

Long-Term Vision, Immediate Execution,

Digital Experience at Pluralsight. The previous

and more.

and Vivint as well as Domo and OC Tanner.

We’re ending buyer’s remorse and
helping people live life better.

Join Us!

Exit Strategies

Use of Funds

Company Information

We are focused on creating and growing a

Formal product launch, feature build-out,

FAVER, INC is a Delaware C-Corporation

great, ubiquitous, software. We understand

web/iOS/Android, legal, IP, global

profitable, globally recognized brand with

opportunities come up and may entertain
these options:

Merger/Acquisition
Private equity buyout
IPO

Capitalization
Secondary

third-Party API’s, finalize product

Located in Lehi, Utah

trademarks, operational expenses, new hires
and team development, marketing and

advertising, office space, and corporate

Legal Representation:

filings.

David Hardy

The required investment was defined by a

E: david@hardyventurelaw.com

3rd party CFA and is the amount needed to
carry out the current business plan.

*Full pro forma financials available*

Hardy Venture Law
Salt Lake City, Utah
P: 435-513-6730

Company Domain:
www.faver.it

Stock Buyback
Private equity buyout
Merger/Acquisition from such

companies as: Amazon, Google,

Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, Adobe,
Pinterest, Yelp, Twitter
IPO

Investor Contact:
Brandon Towner
Chief Executive Officer
E: brandon@faver.it
P: 801-477-7684

Disclaimer Page
Disclaimer

Notice - About Forward-Looking Statements

This FAVER Pitch Deck consists of 36 pages. This document is
confidential and is governed by the international law of intellectual
property and by the laws of the State of Delaware (USA) with
express waiver of any other. Under no circumstances are you
permitted to copy, edit, or distribute this document without prior
written notice or acquire any rights related to the contents, business
model, images, brands, patents, or any property related to FAVER,
INC. The foregoing document is supplied only for the purposes of
review and investment analysis. Under no circumstances may you
use this information to your benefit or transmit this information to
third parties. You are not authorized to create copies, distribute, or
create other documents from this document.

This memorandum includes certain forward-looking statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties.
These forward-looking statements include information about the Company’s possible, presumed, or
assumed future financial results and performance. In addition, the words “believe,” “expect,” “intend,” “plan,”
“may,” “anticipate” and similar expressions are used herein and represent forward-looking language. Many
possible events or factors could affect the Company’s future financial health, results, and performance. This
could cause its results or performance to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking
statements. Factors that may cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated by the
forward-looking statements include:

Financials
The projections concerning the financial performance included
herein were prepared by a third-party at the sole direction of the
Company. Because these same projections are based on
assumptions, they are subject to significant uncertainties and
contingencies, and no assurance may be made that the projections
will be realized. Actual results may vary significantly from those
shown or represented herein. The inclusion of projections is not a
representation that the same will be achieved.

The Company may require additional capital or financing to implement its business strategy, without
which the Company’s business prospects, financial condition, and results of operations may be adversely
affected. Additionally, the Company is not prohibited from taking on further indebtedness.
The Company has competitors, some of which are better established and have significantly greater
resources than the Company, which may make it difficult to successfully attract and retain customers.
Acquisitions, investments, and other strategic transactions could result in operating difficulties, dilution,
adverse financial reporting impacts, as well as distractions from the Company’s core business.
The Company relies on highly skilled executives and other personnel. If the Company cannot attract,
retain, and motivate key personnel, the Company may be unable to implement its business strategy.
All shares purchased in this, or future offerings, are restricted. The Company makes no guarantees
regarding returns or profits.
The Company has based its forward-looking statements on its current expectations about future events.
Although it believes that the expectations reflected in its forward-looking statements are reasonable, the
Company cannot guarantee that these expectations will be achieved. The Company is under no duty to
update the forward-looking statements after the date of this memorandum.

